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ABSTRACT

Some locally supersyrametric SU(5) grand unified models with a sliding

singlet and two pairs of ̂  and £• Higgs multiplets are considered from the view-

point of universal "baryon asymmetry and the one-loop stability of mass hierarchy.

A new mechanism based on "sliding singlet reflection symmetry" to avoid the

problem of the mass hierarchical stability is proposed. The stability is shown

up to two-loop levels for some models. Ali order stability is also discussed.
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Global supersymmetry (SUSY.) is one of the most elegant solutionSto the problem

of gauge hierarchy in grand unified theories (GUTs). ' Once we have introduced

global 5U3Y, the only known system consistent with gravity is local SUSY (super-

gravity). The comparatively high grand unification scale M ~10 GeV, near to
A

the Planck mass J^ss lO ° Ge? also motivates the consideration of local SUSY GUTs. ' ^

The supcr-Higgs effect in these local SUSY GUTs gires r ise to the automatic SU(2) X

U(l) breaking either at the tree-level ' or through quantum corrections.

In ordinary SUSY 3u(5) GUTs based on one pair of 5 and 5* Higgs multiplets,

"there are some phenomenological diff icult ies! a disagreement of sin S value with
n

experiments together with the absence of universal baryon asymmetry. The

introduction of an additional pair of 5 and 5*'s containing coloured t r ip le t s with

intermediate masses M a 10 -10 GeV was shown to solve these problems almost

simultaneously without shortening the proton life-time.

Ordinary local SUSY GOT models with quantum SU{2) X U(l) breaking give lower

bound for the top-quark masss m >0(60 GeV).-^ Several possibi l i t ies to avoid this

large mass are known, i . e . , a large value for the constant A (A>3), or a non-zero

mixing between 5 and 5* Higgses. ' Some of these prescriptions are, however, not

satisfactory from the viewpoints of the vacuum s tabi l i ty with the SU(3) X U(l)

symmetry, or the construction of natural triplet-doublet Higgs spl i t t ing models. ' '

On the other hand, in local SUSY GUTs with the tree-level SU(2) X U(l) breaking,

another difficulty has been known. This is called the problem of masa hierarchy

through the presence of "light sliding singlet" needed for the tree-level SU(2)

X U(l) breaking. As possible solutions to this problem, several local 5USY GUT

models have been proposed. ' Some of these models solve not only the problem of

mass hierarchy at the one—loop level but also the above phenomenological difficulties

by introducing an additional pair of 5 and 5**a. ' One of the remarkable

features of models with a sliding singlet i s the natural prediction of the top-

quark mass around several tens of GeV. "' In the present paper, we propose and
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reconsider some models of two pairs of (5i5*) for baryon asynmetry, with the treo-

level 3U(2) X U{l) "breaking by the sliding singlet, which are shown to have one-

loop s tabi l i ty of mass hierarchy. We further show the two-loop s tabi l i ty of some

of these models, and discuss also the higher order s tab i l i ty .

We begin with the general soft "breakings of SUSY induced by the super-Higgs

effect. For the cancellation of the cosmologioal constant, we adopt the elaborate

tota l superpotential g{z,y ) proposed in Hef. 14» Taking the K.—> 0 limit for the

gravitational coupling constant K., with the gravitino mass m^/,)~ Q(m,̂ )ss;10 GeV

and 1L fixed, we get the renormalizable "effective" theory with the soft terms

given by

soft
[y

a

h . o . . (D

u)where y are general chiral superfields, a. is the "matter" superpotential, ' and

A is a constant depending on the parameter q in g(z,y ) of Ref. 14.

A minimal local SUSY SU(5) GOT model with two pairs of (5,5*) is, for example,

described by the superpotential

+OCYH'H + + -I* (2)

where the field content is £(2 4 ) , H(5), I(5»), H (5), H (5*) and Y(l). The" singlet

Y is what we call the sliding singlet.

There usually occurs a theoretical difficulty in aodels with one pair of (5»5*)

with the sliding Binglet. As pointed out by Nilles et al. and Lahanas, •" this

problem is caused by tadpole diagrams of T, which give huge mass corrections of

for the light doublets. This contribution originates from the soft term

« "a"3/2 ̂  H 3 K

for the triplets H, and H,. (A representative diagram is given in Fig. 1.)

In the case of our auperpotential (2), this problem is solved as follows.

Note that the superpotential (2) up to the YJ term has a Z^ discrete symmetry!

T 1 I t

H ->• -H , H -* -H , Y -•> -Y. (3)

Due to the reflection symmetry of Y in (3) , we see the dangerous tadpole diagrams as

given in Fig. 1 disappear. We cal l this Z symmetry "sliding singlet reflection

symmetry". Since the term breaking this symmetry is the Y term or v .e .v . ' s of

light fields after SU(2) X U(l) breaking, there appear no relevant 1-loop dangerous

diagrams with 0(M ) or 0(}L) insertions.

In ordinary global SUSY GUTs, the tree-level fine-tuning problem for the
7)

doublets i s solved by the YHH coupling, because the minimization of the scalar

potential implies a large v.e-v. for (Y)s;O(M ) to cancel the effective mass terms
A

of the doublets. In local SUSY GUTs, however, this mechanism does not work. This

2. ,2
is relatai to the existence of the soft temn a^j Y , which gives a large

positive value to the scalar potential through (Y>. Since the value of the scalar

potential at the origin with no v .e .v . ' a is aero, there occurs no SU(2) Xll(l)

breaking at the point where (Y) i s large. For this reason, there i s no price for

introducing YHH and YH H coupling in (2) instead of YHH or YK'H! *'

Note that a l l the t r ip le t s in (2) are of ( j^) , while the doublets are of O(mJ

after the tree-level fine-tuning. In this model we get sin Q^ •> 0.23, which i s

slightly larger than the observed va lue . ' ' Therefore, the unnatural aspects of the

superpotential (2) is the tree—level fine—tuning and a larger value of sin Q .

One solution to the fine-tuning problem is to introduce 75? 50 and 50* Higgs

representations. * •'' For example, we adopt the superpotential

*) If we have the couplings QCYHH + flyH H with almost the same coefficients Of, ft and

V of 0(l0"J), with masses of 0(1^) for triplets, " the diagrams as in Fig. 1 have

saall contributions. However, such a model is unnatural because of small couplings.

- 3 -
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+ ]JYHH + i y Y j . (4)

The field content is £(75), 8(50), 0(50*), e'(5°), & (5°*), S(l), H(5),
t*v **** ^ / ^ •**" *V ^ ,

H(g*), H'(JJ), H*(5f) and Y(l). The masses M E , Mg and Mg are of 0(1^), while He

and M 6 are of 0(Hp,). We observe that one pair of triplets are as light as M ,
8) l

and the other is of 0(K p l). The doublets are light without the tree-level fine-

tuning. The presence of triplets of OfjJj) is advantageous to obtain good values
2 / l)for sin Q and nL/m^ . ' The singlet S is heavy and necessary for the unique

3U(5) -*• SU(3) X SU(2) X U(l) breaking. We can also see that the Y3-coupling is

important for the tree-level S0(2) X U(l) breaking. The sliding singlet reflection

syiaoetry (up to the Y term), which asserts the one-loop stability is

H' -H', (5)

'Dangerous diagrams of O^ylLmT/Z) as shown in Fig. 2 ' are excluded by this

reflection symmetry. This feature is in contrast to the case of the superpotential

(l) in Ref. 16, which is still dangerous for mass hierarchy, when v.e.v.'s of 75*3

*) ~~

are to be inserted in such diagrams as in Fig. 2. '

For the analysis of safety for stability, we have adopted "effective" propa-

gators, which account for the (£\ type insertions into H, H, H , E , 0, 0, Q ,

and 0 to all orders in (£\) • For example, the "effective" H,@p propagator

from (4) is given by

where all ( £ A ) ' S h a v e b e e n taken as of O(VL)zzO(HL^). (See Fig. 3.) The soft

(6)

*) He thank S. Ferrara, J.E. Kim, D.V. Hanopoulos and H.P. Nilles for pointing

out this difficulty of our previous superpotential of Ref. 16.
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terms of {£«)m5/p"type are treated as insertions into the "effective" propagators.

The quark—lepton sector is specified, e.g. by

+ i j 10 1 0 ° + i j 10 10 '

where (^ ' ( lO) and QV. (5*) represent the i-th generation. This superpotential
10 ^ 5

is used to exclude dimension 5 operators kinematioally, when some coloured triplets

of 0(M_) are present. The superpotential (7) also breaks the sliding singlet

reflection symmetry (3) or (5) explicitly. However, the quark -lepton sector is

irrelevant for one-loop tadpoles of Y, since they do not directly couple to the Y—

field. The quark-lepton sector (7) together with the Higgs Bector (4) give a local

SUSY GOT possessing one-loop mass hierarchical stability, with desirable values of

sin 0 and itu/m^ , without any one-loop fine-tuning.

In what follows, we try to show the two-loop stability of the above models

(2) or (4) with (7). Intuitively, the new diagrams contributing to the tadpoles of

Y always contain "light" (juark— lepton or the Y coupling or "light" insertions of

0(m,/;)), which no longer destabilize the mass hierarchy. Potentially dangerouB

general Y—tadpole diagrams breaking the Z symmetry are categorized into two classes I

The first class (second class) is for diagrams without (with) divergent one—loop

subdiagrams.

Let us consider the first class. To estimate the order of two—loop Feynman

integrals, let the numbers of Mjn / -type soft insertions, AF-type heavy

propagators, A—type v-e.v. insertions of heavy fields of O(JL,), AA—type heavy

propagators, A-type v.e.v. insertions of light fields (or light AF-type propa-

gators), and P-type soft insertions of 0(m /„ ) be a,b,o,d,e and f, respectively.

Since al l 1—loop subdiagrams are finite and well defined, the maximal degrees of

divergence of the total two—loop integral is given by

D = 2 - E - a - b - c - e - f , (8)
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where E, denoting the number of external chiral lines, is equal to one for Y-

tadpoles. By the use of this formula and dimensional considerations, wee see that

the following integral give an upper bound for the two-loop integral I:

~
r4 f

J J (9)

45 U~

where p -and q are internal momenta, "P" symbolically denotes p or q or some linear

combination of p and q. The exponent x implies the dimensionality of this integral

and P s P/fa, 5 a m/M, HssHj, m » m y 2 w m w . The power of P in the numerator is

determined by the degrees of divergences (8). In this estimation, we do not care

for FF-type propagators, or light propagators, since they can be replaced by the

unity by use of the inequality p /(p2+M2)<p2/(p2-Hn2)< 1. For heavy fields, the

effective propagators are considered. If there occurs a cancellation and the actual

degree of divergence is less than that of (9), we can replace some of theP's in

the numerator in (?) by M. As is easily seen, this prescription does not alter

our final results, since we could think of introducing a momentum cut-off A «K,-.

near to M, so that the dimensionless integral in (10) remains the same, being of 0(l).

Our final result (10) ia acceptable in the sense that it agrees with the

conclusion of the geometric hierarchy models tiy Dine-Fischler, Xti.mopoulos-Ra.by,
TO \

et a l . , ' The danger of tadpoles (E •* l) for the mass hierarchy stems from the

front factor in - M/ra when e = f - 0. If there were an accidental additional

factor (M/m)y (y>0) in (lO), our result would be contradictory with that of

geometric hierarchy models, which are obtained from our results in E£2 cases by

taking the m - * 0 limit with Mm (= SUSY breaking scale) and KL fixed. This

property of integral shown in (10) is already known as the decoupling theorem in

geometric hierarchy models. ; The important point is that the only source of M's

are M^n^2 soft insertions, AF-type heavy propagators or v.e.v. insertions of heavy

fields, or from some P's replaced by M's after some accidental cancellation, which

does not alter our final expression (10).

By definition, diagrams of the first class contain at leaBt A-type v.e.v. of

0(m) or F-type soft insertions of 0(m ) or quark-lepton internal lines, or the T

couplings. The case of light insertions always results in e + f £ 1 , so that the

integral (lO) is well suppressed by non-negative power of ro with a finite dimension-

less integral; In other words, there is no room for M's in the numerator of the

final expression.

The cases of internal quark—lepton lines or the Y -couplings need some care.

In Pig. 4 we illustrate diagrams with 4 (or Q) internal lines. The shaded blob

stands for a general one-loop subdiagram with two ft (Q) and one Y external lines

together wiih general insertions. Since any one—loop involving the Q (Q) internal

closes only with Q (Q) lines by the Q (Q) number conservation, and is finite by

definition, the sum of the number of external chiral lines, of A—type v.e.v. or

F-type soft insertions and of AF—type Q (Q) propagators with respect to this one-

loop subdiagram should be more than two. Moreover, because of the safety of one-

loop tadpoles and the absence of a direct YQ(̂ ) couplings, the Q (Q)-loop has only

•two external chiral lines in order for the total diagram to have only two loops.

(See Fig. 5>) The chirality flow analysis ' then shows the existence of at least

two insertions (or AF-type propagators) flipping the chirality flow in the Q (Q)

loop. Therefore, e + f S i is implied and the expression (lO) guarantees the

safety of any finite two-loop diagrams with Q (ft) internal lines.

In Fig.6, we illustrate a general diagram with the Y coupling. By definition,

the shaded blo î (one—loop subdiagram) effectively represents a finite mass

correction for the chirality flipping propagator of Y. Since at the one-loop level

such effective mass corrections for the light field Y is already suppressed, i . e . ,

at most of O(BS) (since S&2) ' , there is no room for M's in the numerator of

this one-loop integral. Therefore, a l l M's in this one-loop integral can be

replaced by m's to give an upper bound for this integral. Furthermore, the



remaining integral in the total two—loop diagram does not contain any other M*s,

we realize the stability again in this case. He hence observe that the diagram

given by Fig. 2(b) in Ref. 14 is already safe. As an exanpln, we evaluate this

diagram with insertions specified in Fig. 7 as

~ m *M' m ' (11)

where we have ut i l ized Table 1 of Ref. 16.

To conclude, a l l two-loop diagrams in the f i r s t clses do not destabilize the

mass hierarchy.

The second class diagrams contain one-loop divergent subdiagrams. As is

expected from the non-renormaliaation theorem, a l l the divergences are subtracted

by wave function renormalizations of chiral superfields, since divergent proper

one-loop subdiagrams of gauge multiplets are irrelevant for two-loop Y-tadpoles. '

AH the counter diagrams for these renormalizations are generated from the

fundamental one—loop diagrams as in Pig. 2 which are already excluded in our

models, or from other safe one-loop diagrams with harmless logarithmic diver-

gences of 0(l)« Xn( A 2 / f a 2 )« i r t (A 2 /m 2 )»O( l ) . Hence we observe that a l l the

two-loop diagrams generated by the superpotential (2) or (4) and (7) do not

destabilize the mass hierarchy.

An alternative superpotential with a similar sliding singlet reflection sym-

metry ia given by replacing a l l the Y-terms in (4) by

OCYHH -

and simultaneously by s e t t i n g

J ^ (12)

- "X, and Mj - Mg. Then there appears

the f o i l owing Z symmetry up t o the Y coupling and the quark-lepton sector*

*) There a r e a lso logar i thmic divergences r e l a t e d to one—loop tadpoles of Y.

However, tjiey a r e a l r e a d y sa fe ( be ing of O(mjri "/•")*£0(m) and i r r e l e v a n t here*

H, H-»-H\ H'-*H,

The dangerous one-loop diagrams as in F i g . 2 are cancelled "by the opposite signs

of two terras in (l?.) r e l a t e d to the Z symmetry. However, the two-loop Y-tadpole

diagrams with % (Q) one-loop divergent suTadiagrajn subt rac ted by a wave function

renormaliaation as given "by Fig. 3 do not cancell any longer by th? Z symmetry,

which is already broken. These air-grams have contri"b-.tions of 0(^f^ OCN^m-A,) f o r

a representative Yukawa coupling f, even after the subtraction of the divergent part .

Therefore, we need some fine-tuning at two-loop level, or some small couplings.

Since in the models of (2) or (4) with (7) , one-loop dangerous diagrams are

excluded and absent by the ZgSymmetry, and two-loop diagrams (breaking the Zg

symmetry) always contain either cjuarki-lepton l ines, the Y coupling or at least

one light insertion, our above argument seems to be extended to a l l orders. The

proof will be probably based on the general power counting formula and the non-

renormalization theorem. The two-loop difficulty in the case of the superpotential

(12) i s the one-loop cancellation mechanism of two terms, which can be easily

upset at higher loops.

In general models of 75, JO and 50*'s, i t ia worthwhile to mention the

gluino mass. As is discussed in Hef s, 16 and 19, the gluino mass i s proportional

to the sum of the second indices of a l l coloured representations:

For the models of (2) and (4) (or (12)), we get

mg " 7 47C m3/2 * ^ 47C m3/2 ,

(14)

(15)

respectively from heavy particle contributions. The latter value is more than

10 times as large as the former or that of minimal SU(5) SUSY models, ^and will

be observed in experiments.

-10-
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For conclusions, we summarize the remarkable features of the models in this

paper:

1) All of these models have ths one—loop mass hierarchical stability guaranteed

by "sliding singlet reflection symmetry".

2) The models of (2) or (4) with (7) possess the two-loop stabil i ty. All order

stability is also expected.

3) The superpotentlal (2) i s more economical than (4). However, we have the tree-

level fine-tuning and a larger value of sin Q^.

4) The models (4) and (7) give desirable values of sin Q = 0.2^ and «^J^X *= 2.8,

and also explain the universal baryon asymmetry. The protons are decaying mainly

to VrK
+ and J A V . 8>

5) The large representations of heavy Higgses result in a heavy gluino masst

which is observed in future experiments.

6) As in general local SUSY OUTs with a sliding singlet, these models naturally

predict comparatively light top-quark taass (several tens of GeV) within the

reach of present accelerators.
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FIGUHE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 ; A representative one-loop dangerous Y-tadpole diagram for models with
the explici t MHH term. The masses H and m in the following figures are
of 0(1^) and 0(111̂ ), respectively. The arrows stand for ohirality flows.

Pig. 2 : Some representative one-loop dangerous Y-tadpole diagram for models
with 75, 50 and 5S*'B- The double lines are the "effective" propagators.

Fig. 3 I An example of "effective" HA9P propagator, which is obtained by
considering arbitrary number of (£4) insertions up to infinity.

Pig. 4 : A general two-loop Y-tadpole diagram with an internal quark-lepton l ine.
The number of insertions is arbitrary. The shaded blob stands for a
general one-loop subdiagram.

Pig. 5 ! A general Y-tadpole diagram with a (closed) quark-lepton internal l ine.
This quark-lepton one-loop is f in i te .

Fig. 6 : A general Y-tadpole diagram with the Y coupling. There can be a soft
insertion into this Y vertex. The shaded blob stands for a general
one loop diagram.

Pig. 7 • An example of two-loop safe diagram. The external line i s the A-
component o f Y. The insertions are specified in the figure.

Fig. 8 s An example of two—loop dangerous (logarithmically divergent) diagram
containing a quark-lepton loop.
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